UAF faculty members are promoted and awarded tenure because they’re outstanding at what they do: teaching, researching and using their expertise for the public good. Promotion and tenure represent the university’s confidence in its faculty.

Andreas Aschwanden
Geophysical Institute
Promoted to research associate professor

Carolyn Baker
College of Liberal Arts
Promoted to professor

Stephen “Walkie” Charles
College of Liberal Arts
Tenured and promoted to associate professor

Jamie Clark
College of Liberal Arts
Tenured and promoted to associate professor

Mark Conde
College of Natural Science and Mathematics
Promoted to professor

Laura Conner
Geophysical Institute
Promoted to research associate professor

Margaret Darrow
College of Engineering and Mines
Promoted to professor

Christopher Fallen
Geophysical Institute
Promoted to research associate professor

Gary Freitag
College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences
Promoted to professor

Carie Green
School of Education
Tenured and promoted to associate professor

Brian Hemphill
College of Liberal Arts
Tenured as associate professor

Robyn Henry
College of Rural and Community Development
Tenured and promoted to associate professor

Falk Huettmann
College of Natural Science and Mathematics
Promoted to professor

Kevin Illingworth
College of Rural and Community Development
Promoted to professor

Karen Jensen
Rasmuson Library
Promoted to professor

Jeremy Kasper
Institute of Northern Engineering
Promoted to research associate professor

Lisa Lunn
College of Natural Science and Mathematics
Tenured as associate professor

Mary Beth Leigh
College of Natural Science and Mathematics
Promoted to professor

Andrew Mahoney
Geophysical Institute
Promoted to research associate professor

Julie Matweyou
College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences
Tenured and promoted to associate professor

Leslie McCartney
Rasmuson Library
Tenured and promoted to associate professor

Andrew McDonnell
College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences
Tenured and promoted to associate professor

Art Nash
School of Natural Resources and Extension
Tenured and promoted to associate professor

Kristin O’Brien
College of Natural Science and Mathematics
Promoted to professor

Joshua Reuther
College of Liberal Arts
Tenured and promoted to associate professor

Arleigh Reynolds
College of Natural Science and Mathematics
Promoted to professor

Tyson Rinio
Rasmuson Library
Tenured and promoted to associate professor

Derek Sikes
College of Natural Science and Mathematics
Promoted to professor

Ken Tape
Institute of Northern Engineering
Promoted to research associate professor

Denise Thorsen
College of Engineering and Mines
Promoted to professor

Amy Vinlove
School of Education
Tenured and promoted to associate professor

Michael West
Geophysical Institute
Promoted to research professor

Richard Wies
College of Engineering and Mines
Promoted to professor

Lei Zhang
College of Engineering and Mines
Tenured and promoted to associate professor
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